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A Map-based Histogram Layout
An important aspect of spatial analysis is the choice of appropriate forms of
representation. Choropleth maps are an appropriate, widely-used representation for
univariate spatial data sets; but how can data distributions be visualised on geographic
maps? I.e., how can one visualise data that has spatial, categorical, and quantitative
aspects? We developed a map-based histogram based on a hexagonal tessellation
scheme and will evaluate it with geometric and spatial analysis techniques.
Such visualisations can be used to illustrate e.g. cultural differences, as demonstrated
here with a data set on language-specific colour naming preferences. Exemplary questions
of this data may be: what are the most popular colour categories within a country? How
fine or broad are the colour categories for particular hues? Do Spanish-speaking
respondents have more fine-grained colour name categories for orange tones than
English-speaking ones?
In developing such a visualisation there are a number of challenges to overcome which we
will outline below. A fundamental question is whether we can illustrate spatial, categorical,
and quantitative aspects (country association, colour names, and colour frequencies)
without introducing needless visual clutter. In Edward Tufte’s terms: we will strive for a high
data-ink ratio [1].
Instead of relying on any classical methods we want to investigate whether we can
introduce a stylised visualisation technique that retains the spatial layout of a map, but
introduces an artificial topology within the borders of existing map shapes to visualise its
data. I.e., whether we can forego the use of classical representation using map objects
and surface models, and solely communicate information using spatially referenced
abstract symbols.
The data used to test this visualisation comes out of a web-based multi-language colour
naming study started in 2008. A more detailed description of the study and the structure of
the data can be found in the appendix, along with other supplementary information.

Additional Considerations
We attempt to segment a map’s shapes (countries) such that the segment numbers and
areas relate to the shape’s associated data distribution (a country’s respective colour
name distribution.) Such map segmentation would reduce visual clutter: we can reveal the
entire data set with one map layer, without a need for overlays.
It is important to distinguish this segmentation scheme from an attempt at spatial
disaggregation. The goal is not to increase the spatial resolution of the source data;
instead this is an attempt to construct a visual representation that expresses structural
aspects of a data set by changing the way the data is laid out.
Existing methods of visualising nested data structures of the type [group => label =>
frequency] employ tree-based approaches like dendrograms and treemaps. Another
option for this particular data set is to highlight popular areas of colour on a colour space
projection, with one such visualisation per location. Neither of these approaches can easily
be adopted to a geographical map layout.
A frequently-used map-based visualisation is the use of map facets in a grid layout, with
one map per data category. While this looks aesthetically pleasing it requires much space
to display many categories. A less elegant method is to overlay a geographic map with a
series of structured symbols like pie charts or histograms, but such visualisations add
needless clutter.
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A simple method of segmenting the geographic shape of a country is to slice it into
horizontal or vertical bands, with band numbers and sizes relative to the country’s colour
name distribution. While this is easily accomplished there is a high likelihood of introducing
spatial fallacies, and the result is visually not very interesting.
One could attempt radial segmentation instead: determine the country’s centroid, and use
it as mid-point for radial shape segments like those used for bar charts. This is harder to
construct correctly so that segment area is proportional to category frequency because a
segment’s area is not merely dependent on its radial angles, but also on highly irregular
map borders, and accurate construction may require heuristic approaches. Radial
segmentation additionally shares the same shortcomings as band segmentation.
A more promising approach is to employ tessellation techniques: to divide geographic
shapes into a grid of regular tiles, and project the distribution data onto this grid. This is a
highly stylised visualisation technique that additionally allows us to address the problem of
introducing spatial fallacies.
Tessellation approaches allow us to spatially disperse individual categories across a map:
we can introduce more segments than available data categories, and then proportionally
allocate categories to spatial segments. Distributing the location of a category’s symbol
may alleviate any spatial fallacies introduced by our segmentation scheme. This succeeds
if the visualisation creates an impression that particular categories are linked to a general
area, but not situated at a specific location.
There are three kinds of regular tessellation: using equilateral triangles, squares, or
hexagons. We explored the use of the latter.

Map Construction
Construction and automated evaluation of the visualisation is a multi-stage process. A
geographic map is loaded and projected for display, then intersected with a hexagonal
grid. Finally a colour is associated with each hexagonal tile, and an error report produced
with spatial and geometric statistics of the representation. A schematic diagram of this
process is provided below.
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Spatial Mapping
Error Report

There are four key aspects of the map construction: the manual selection of a tile size,
map projection, a spatial join, and colour projection.
Map projection happens during map construction and not at the final visualisation stage so
that hexagonal tiles are not distorted during display. The visualisation supports any map
projection technique since there is no inherent preference to preserve map area, shape,
distances or direction; neither are significant in representing data quantities. Instead we
can choose a projection technique that preserves the familiarity of a country’s shape,
which is accomplished by e.g. a Mercator projection.
The spatial join overlays hexagonal tiles with the projected map in order to associate each
tile with one map data record (containing e.g. country identifiers), which later allows to
select tiles based on their country association.
There are two key strategies for establishing such a spatial association: selecting the map
area below a tile’s centroid, or selecting the map area covering the largest surface area of
a tile. Our implementation employs the former approach. While it has a number of
shortcomings it proved to be sufficient for many maps of varying tile sizes. We have not
investigated the option of associating a tile with multiple map areas.

Map area outline.

Hexagonal grid.

Intersection of the two after
a spatial join operation.

During colour projection colours are proportionally allocated to map tiles based on the
distribution of colour samples. A perfect projection would require as many tiles as there are
colour samples; lower numbers of tiles introduce aliasing effects. We implemented three
colour ordering strategies: colour allocation based on colour frequency, colour hue, and
random ordering.
The manually selected tile size determines the number and size of hexagonal tiles, with
the number of tiles growing exponentially in relation to tile size. This affects the degree to
which a map area can be presented accurately, the degree to which it can represent a
given colour distribution, and the degree to which we can then visually disperse colour.
In choosing tile sizes there is a trade-off between the desire to keep tiles large to retain a
stylised visual impression, and the ability to accurately represent map structure and colour
distribution.
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Example Maps

Tile size of 0.009, ten colours in random
order.

Tile size of 0.02, five colours in random
order.

Tile size of 0.009, 34 colours ordered by
hue.

Tile size of 0.005, twenty colours
ordered by descending frequency,
popular colours at the top.
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Evaluation
To evaluate these visualisations we produce a number of quantitative measures below. In
addition a few qualitative aspects are worth considering as well:
• Can we easily determine the most and least popular categories for a country?
• Can we easily determine the number of categories?
• Can we get a good sense of category distribution?
Whether a visualisation succeeds at appearing sufficiently stylised is not easily quantifiable
without undergoing user studies. We will assume that as long as a visualisation clearly
makes the impression of being built of regular, stylised shapes then we have found an
acceptable level of visual abstraction.

Spatial Representation Errors
We want to limit any spatial inaccuracies (differences in location, area, and borders)
introduced by spatial abstraction. We constructed a series of maps with varying tile sizes
and measured their geometries.
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Border length is not a suitable measure of generalisation error without also looking at
border location or area difference. Simplification of shapes will inevitably reduce their
circumference without necessarily affecting their perceived appearance [2]. Instead a more
meaningful measure of generalisation error is the effective area difference of a map: the
size of areas that have either been clipped by generalisation, or that are overshooting as a
result of hexagonal geometry.

Border difference: map border
overlaid with the outline of its
hexagonal generalisation.

Effective area difference: the
sum of map truncation and
generalisation overshoot.

Colour Dispersion and Spatial Fallacies
Additionally we need to be careful not to introduce spatial fallacies. The visualisation
should convey that the specific location of an area’s segments is merely illustrative; each
such segment merely represents a certain percentage of all samples of the entire country.
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We achieve this by colour dispersion so that individual colours are not bound to a single
location, and can verify this using spatial autocorrelation measures [3]. Some spatial
autocorrelation is acceptable if it results in a more readable graph.
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Colour Representation Errors
There are additional considerations in aspects of colour representation. We want to
maintain a level of accuracy in the proportional allocation of colour name frequencies to
map areas. For a perfect representation the number of tiles should equal the number of
samples, which for this data set would require several thousand tiles. Related to this is a
problem of perceptual colour depth: how many colour centroids do we need to
meaningfully describe a location’s colour naming model?

Two colours.

Four colours.

Seven colours.
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Fifteen colours.
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Conclusion
We raised the question whether we can develop an aesthetically pleasing visualisation that
illustrates both categorical and quantitative aspects on a geographic map without
introducing needless clutter.
The answer has to be: only at the cost of introducing spatial fallacies. While the final
visualisation is simple and aesthetically pleasing it still has a number of fundamental
problems.
It overstates its own spatial precision: despite its dispersion technique the visualisation
may still imply a higher spatial specificity than the underlying data warrants.
It may also lead to ecological fallacies by wrongly implying that properties of the entire
area are also properties of all its constituent segments.
It additionally risks to wrongly convey that particular locations are uniform in their nature
(belong to a single category) when the underlying data supports no such claim.
While the visual results are enjoyable, these are maps that lie.
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Appendix
Source of the Colour Naming Data
In 2008 Dimitris Mylonas et al launched colournaming.com, an ongoing web-based colour
naming study that investigates the relationship between colour perception and language
[4] [5] [6]. Their website presents respondents with a colour and asks them to name it in
their native language. In addition to these colour samples the researchers capture some
contextual information (see info box “Colour Sample Data”.)
Among their research goals is the ability to develop perceptual colour naming models, i.e.,
the ability to present a natural-language name for a given area in colour space, based on
collected sample data. These models can also be location-specific based on the stated
country of origin of the study respondents. The ambition is to demonstrate that such
models can be developed without relying on expensive studies in controlled environments,
and early evaluations show very promising results.
The researchers provided us with a summarised subset of this survey data which we then
used for our visualisations.

Colour Centroid Data
After having gathered enough samples the responses were clustered in perceptual colour
space, with each cluster labelled based on colour names given by study respondents. This
clustered data is structured as a series of distributions [colour centroid name =>
sample frequency], with one such distribution model per respondent country. These can
be used as a starting point for a colour naming model, but also to compare colour name
preferences across language cultures.
We have access to data for one language, German, and are visualising this data using the
shape of Germany’s borders. While this data is sufficient to design such a visualisation
technique it unfortunately does not allow us to make comparisons across language
cultures.
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Distribution of colour name centroids for the data set used in our visualisations.
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Running the Software
The visualisation tools for this project are developed in R: it offers a solid library for
geometric and spatial data operations and visualisations, and since it is open source it is
available to a wide range of practitioners without having to pay a commercial license.
We are making use of the sp library and its SpatialPolygonsDataFrame class to
construct shapes, the rgeos library to manipulate and analyse shapes, the mapproj library
to apply a map projection, and the spdep package to calculate spatial autocorrelation
metrics.
Maps can be constructed with the hex_map_tesselation.R script which makes use of
two data sets: a map and a colour sample file. Functionality is split across a number of
different R scripts in a lib subdirectory.
Before executing the script make sure to adjust the setwd command at the top of
hex_map_tesselation.R.
Sample data is included. The structure of the colour sample file is as follows:

Column Name

Description

NAME

Label of colour centroid.

SHARE

Percentage (unused).

COUNT

Number of samples
associated with this
centroid.

R

Red colour component.

G

Green colour component.

B

Blue colour component.
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